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Introduction
Mars exploration is one of the exciting deep
space missions in this century. There are
several Mars rovers exploring on the red
planet. Now, humans are trying to send
astronauts there. It is very important to
determine what can happen when humans
reach that planet. Our experiment will disclose
charging and discharging characteristics of a
dust on Mars by finding Martian Paschen’s
curve. Charging and discharging properties on
Mars is expected to behave differently from on
Earth. The result of this experiment will help
exploration on the red planet.

Our first step is
simulate the
Martian
environment
(Pressure:
4~7Torr
Temperature:
180K~240K
Gas: CO2) in
chamber.

5. Measure the
charge & discharge

3.Temperature

1.Trap

<EDB belongs to MSFC’s
Dusty Plasma Lab>

4.Gas
2.Perssure

Impact

<JSC Mars-1A>

Methodology
Electro Dynamic Balance (EDB) shown above
enables micron sized grains to be levitated within a
small trap DC voltage is used in top and bottom
charge plate to balance the gravitational force.
Circular AC voltage balances the grain and keep in
the center of the trap. After the grain is caught, we
evacuate inside of the trap to approximately 4~7
Torr. Then, we turn on the cryogenic and cool down
the trap a predetermined temperature. Paschen’s
curve tells us the breakdown voltage which is the
voltage required to start discharge.

Goal for this experiment is to
find
・ How much charge the
Martian grains can hold
・ Paschen’s curve for
Martian environment

Understanding the charging/discharging
properties of dust grains at Mars will be
useful for both science and engineering.
On the science side, it will help us to
understand Martian dust devil lightning
and other phenomena that influences into
weather conditions. On the engineering
side, it will be useful when designing
Martian vehicles, equipment and
astronaut suits to find the best material
which has less tendency to produce
electrostatic on Mars.
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